ARMED WITH A FANTASTIC POWER, THE SPACE PHANTOM SETS OUT TO DESTROY THE EARTH'S MIGHTIEST SUPER-HEROES!

Giant-Man! Thor! Look out! It isn't the Hulk... It's the Space Phantom! He's about to attack Iron Man!

One by one, the Space Phantom removes the Avengers and takes over their bodies himself! A Marvel sensation!
THE AVENGERS!

BATTLE... "the SPACE PHANTOM"

WHERE IS ANT-MAN?? WE CAN'T BEGIN OUR MEETING WITHOUT HIM!

HE'LL SHOW UP... NEVER FEAR! IN THE MEANTIME, IS IT NECESSARY FOR YOU TO ATTEND OUR MEETINGS CLOTHED IN THAT REPULSIVE MANNER, HULK?

IRON MAN, IF YOU DON'T GET THIS YELLOW-HAIRED YAHOO OFF MY BACK, I'LL BOOT HIM UP TO ASGARD FOR GOOD! NO ONE TALKS TO THE HULK LIKE THAT... NOT EVEN THOR!

THE TIME: THE PRESENT!
THE PLACE: THE LIBRARY OF ANTHONY STARK, MILLIONAIRE WEAPONS MANUFACTURER!
THE OCCASION: A NEW MEETING OF EARTH'S MIGHTIEST SUPER HEROES... THE AVENGERS!
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DRAWN BY: JACK KIRBY
INKING: PAUL REINMAN
LETTERING: ART SIMEK
YOU DARE SPEAK SO TO THE GOD OF THUNDER! WHY, WITH ONE BLOW OF MY HAMMER, I...

HOLD IT, THOR! WE'RE ALL ALLIES, REMEMBER?

WHO SPOKE?

WE'RE TOO Small! He can't see us! take a growth pill, little partner!

Henry Pym, couldn't you have made these silly things taste better while you were inventing them?!

Ant-Man and the Wasp! Where did you come from?

Just in time to save you from been' pulverized, long hair!

The stork brought us, handsome!

But, how--?

We're on the same team, so I can tell you this much... the Wasp and yours truly can change size instantly by taking these various little capsules of my own design!

We arrived insect-sized, so you didn't see us!

Truly a miraculous feat!

Well, now that the gang's all here, what do we do? I ain't in the mood to play spin the bottle!

Even when there is no task before us, we still meet regularly, to get to know each other better!

I'd like to know that adorable Thor better--sigh!
But, little do the Avengers dream that a new danger is hurtling towards them at that very moment... In the shape of a strange egg-like object...

After weeks of faster-than-light travel, I am almost upon my objective!

In order to land on Earth, unobserved, I shall alter my shape and join this falling meteor swarm...

But, unlike the genuine meteors, I shall not burn up in the atmosphere!

Instead, I shall land unseen, in this dark alleyway—and then change to my true and natural form—that of the space phantom!!

It is done! Phase one is complete! Now to find the Avengers and begin phase two!

For they will be the real test! If I can destroy the Avengers single-handed, then no power on earth can stop the total invasion by my people!

I have been observing them from space. I know where they are at this moment!

All I need do now is find a way to reach them without being observed!
AND WHAT EASIER WAY CAN THERE BE THAN BY MERELY IMITATING AN EARTHLING’S FORM...

WHAA-- WHAT’S HAPPENING TO ME?

AND THERE YOU WILL REMAIN UNTIL I IMITATE ANOTHER CREATURE, IN WHICH CASE HE WILL TAKE YOUR PLACE IN LIMBO WHILE YOU RETURN TO YOUR NORMAL WORLD!

LATER... EVEN THE AVENGERS DO NOT KNOW THAT ANTHONY STARK, WHO HAS ALLOWED THEM TO MEET IN HIS MANSION, IS REALLY IRON MAN HIMSELF! BUT I KNOW THEIR SECRETS BECAUSE I HAVE OBSERVED THEM FOR MONTHS—FROM SPACE!

BUT, ONE THING THE SPACE PHANTOM DOES NOT KNOW IS THAT THE TOP OF THEIR TABLE IS REALLY A TV WARNING SCREEN!

LOOK! AN INTRUDER IS COMING! HMM... HE’S NOT BAD-LOOKING!

HE LOOKS TOO SURE OF HIMSELF! AS THOUGH HE KNOWS WE’RE HERE... AND HE’S PREPARED FOR US!

NOBODY CAN BE PREPARED FOR THE HULK!
STOW IT, IRON MAN! WE DON'T NEED A COMMITTEE TO HANDLE ONE VISITOR! LET ME TAKE CARE OF 'IM... REAL GENTLE-LIKE!

THE HULK!!

SO, YOU KNOW ME!

WHAT'S HAPPENING TO ME?? WHA--??
YOU ARE GOING TO LIMBO... WHILE THE SPACE PHANTOM TAKES YOUR IDENTITY!

NOW, AS THE HULK, I SHALL CAUSE THE AVENGERS TO FIGHT AMONG THEMSELVES... TO DESTROY THEMSELVES!

WHAT HAPPENED, HULK? WHERE DID THE INTRUDER GO?

NONE OF YOUR BUSINESS, STUPID!

LISTEN, BIG MAN... NO MATTER HOW TOUGH YOU ARE, WE DON'T HAVE TO TAKE THAT KIND OF TALK!

EASY, THOR! NO NEED TO STEAM THE HULK UP! THERE'S NO STOPPING HIM WHEN HE GOES ON THE RAMPAGE!
Get out of my way, you rust-pot! Before I peel that armor off you like a tin can! Hulk! You have gone too far!

Easy, Thor! I'll handle him!

You seem to think you're the only one of us with super-strength! Well, Mister, I'm about to show you how wrong you are!

Bah! Under that iron suit you're just a puny human! But I don't need any suit! I'm stronger than anybody!

Let's see what good your strength does against my transistor-powered bulldozer punch!

Too slow, Iron Man! You gotta hit me before you can hurt me.

Now it's my turn! Here's where I turn you into a mess of useless scrap iron!

Strange... the Hulk seems more brutal, more merciless than ever! What could have changed him?

Suddenly, the awesome hammer of mighty Thor whirs between the two combatants...

Look out!!

Back! Back, I say!!

Huh—?
LISTEN, LONG HAIR... WHAT GIVES YOU THE RIGHT TO BUTT IN THAT WAY?

MY IRRESISTIBLE URU HAMMER, FOR ONE THING! YOU MAY BE ABLE TO STOP IRON MAN, BUT NOT ME!

I'M WALKIN' OUT, AND NOBODY'S STOPPING ME! SO FAR, SO GOOD, I'LL GIVE THEM MORE TIME TO GET ON EACH OTHER'S NERVES, AND THEN I'LL RETURN TO FINISH THE JOB, USING THE HULK'S IDENTITY. I'LL SOON BREAK UP THE AVENGERS... FOREVER!

I MIGHT AS WELL LEARN ALL I CAN ABOUT THE UNSUSPECTING HUMANS, IF THEY ARE SOON TO BE MY SUBJECTS!

AH, THERE IS THE ONE WHOSE IDENTITY I FIRST TOOK. HE RETURNED FROM LIMBO AT THE SPLIT-SECOND THAT THE HULK TOOK HIS PLACE.

IT'S CRAZY, I TELL YA! ONE MINUTE I WAS WALKING DOWN THE STREET, AND THEN...

LOOK, IF YOU'VE GOT A PROBLEM, SO TELL A COP! WE'RE BUSY!

HONESTLY! THE KOOKS WHO RUN AROUND LOOSE THESE DAYS!!

I' D BETTER INTERRUPT THEM BEFORE SOMEONE LISTENS TO HIS STORY AND SUSPECTS THE TRUTH.

LOOK! IT'S THE HULK! WHAT'S HE DOING?

I'VE BEEN WAITING FOR YOU! YOU'RE STARTING TO LOSE CONTROL. I'D BETTER TAKE YOU BACK TO YOUR SECRET LAB, HULK!

THIS HUMAN KNOWS THE HULK. I MUST BE CAREFUL... HE MUST NOT SUSPECT I AM THE REAL SPACE PHANTOM!

HELP!! HE'S ON A RAMPAGE!
WHAT ARE YOU LOOKIN' AT ME THAT WAY FOR? I'M ON YOUR SIDE, HULK! I'M RICK JONES, THE GUY WHOSE LIFE YOU ONCE SAVED... THE GUY WHO LOOKS AFTER YOU, TO MAKE SURE YOU'RE ABLE TO TURN BACK TO DOCTOR BRUCE BANNER WHEN YOU WANT TO!

SO! THE HULK HAS ANOTHER IDENTITY!

THAT'S IT, PARD! NOW DOWN... NOW UP AGAIN! PRETTY KEEN HAVIN' THE STRONGEST LEGS ON EARTH, HUH?

WAIT! YOU'RE GOIN' IN THE WRONG DIRECTION! I DON'T GET IT, HULK! WHAT'S GOING ON? YOU DON'T SEEM TO BE YOURSELF!

YOU DIDN'T RECOGNIZE ME AT FIRST... AND NOW, YOU'RE JUST LEAPING AT RANDOM!

HE SUSPECTS ME BUT HE CAN DO ME NO HARM!

IN FACT, I HAVE AN URGE TO BOAST... BRAG OF WHAT I HAVE DONE! AND WHAT BETTER PERSON TO REVEAL MY POWER THAN THIS... A WEAK TEENAGER WHO IS HELPLESS WITHOUT THE REAL HULK!

HEY, LOOK OUT!

YOU LANDED TOO HARD! THERE IS SOMETHING WRONG WITH YOU... I KNOW IT!
THERE IS MORE WRONG THAN YOU DREAM, HUMAN FOOL! I AM NOT THE TRUE HULK... I HAVE MERELY IMITATED HIS BODY, THEREBY TAKING OVER ALL HIS POWER AS WELL, FOR I AM THE SPACE PHANTOM... THE ONE WHO CAN IMITATE ANY LIVING BEING!

I SHOULD HAVE GUESSED! BUT THEN... WHERE IS THE REAL HULK??

A GOOD QUESTION! TWO BEINGS WHO ARE EXACTLY THE SAME CANNOT OCCUPY THE SAME WORLD! SO, WHEN I TAKE ANY CREATURE'S IDENTITY, THAT CREATURE IS INSTANTLY TRANSPORTED TO LIMBO... THE PLACE OF NOTHINGNESS... UNTIL I TAKE A NEW SHAPE!

WATCH! I SHALL BRING THE REAL HULK BACK, AS I TURN INTO MY TRUE SELF!

HE TOLD THE TRUTH!! HULK... YOU'RE BACK! QUICK, THE SPACE PHANTOM... ON YOUR LEFT--GET IM!!

HUNH?? WHAT HAPPENED TO ME??

I MERELY WISHED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT EVEN THE MOST POWERFUL FIGURE ON EARTH IS MERELY PUTTY BEFORE THE POWER OF THE SPACE PHANTOM!

HULK! WAIT!! D-DON'T FADE AWAY!! I NEED YOU--THE WORLD NEEDS YOU! HULK!! COME BACK!!

HE SHALL RETURN WHEN IT SUITS MY PURPOSE TO TAKE A NEW IDENTITY... AND NOT ONE INSTANT SOONER!
NOW, IN THE POWERFUL IDENTITY OF THE HULK AGAIN, I SHALL RETURN TO THE AVENGERS AND FINISH MY TASK! THIS TIME I WILL FIND A WAY TO MAKE THEM DESTROY THEMSELVES... AND EARTH SHALL THEN BE MINE FOR THE TAKING!

AS FOR THE BOY, HE IS OF NO FURTHER CONCERN! THERE IS NOTHING HE CAN DO TO STOP ME!

HE’S LEAVING! WHAT DO I DO NOW? WHAT CAN I DO?

A SHORT DISTANCE AWAY, A MULTIPLE ANTI-MISSILE MISSILE GUN, INVENTED BY ANTHONY STARK, IS ABOUT TO UNDERGO ITS FINAL TEST...

I TELL YOU, BILL, THAT TONY STARK IS A GENIUS! HE DREAMS UP THESE WEAPONS MUCH FASTER THAN WE CAN TEST THEM!

YEAH! HARD TO FIGURE WHERE HE GETS TIME TO BE A PLAYBOY AS WELL!

HE OUGHT TO BE HERE ANY MINUTE! CAN’T START THE TEST WITHOUT HIM!

MAYBE HE’LL SEND IRON MAN INSTEAD! BOY, IMAGINE HAVING A GUY LIKE IRON MAN ON YOUR PAYROLL!!

ON MY WAY TO THE AVENGERS, I MIGHT AS WELL DESTROY THIS WEAPON! IT WILL BE SOMETHING ELSE THE UNCOMPREHENDING HULK WILL BE BLAMED FOR!

IT’S THE HULK! HE’S STEALING OUR MISSILE GUN!

I MUST HAVE ACCIDENTALLY TRIGGERED THE DEVICE! GOOD! ANY DAMAGE I CAN DO TO THE HUMANS’ WEAPONS WILL ULTIMATELY BENEFIT ME!
Meanwhile, in a private, locked room, Anthony Stark undergoes a secret life-giving treatment... I'd hate to think what would happen if I ever failed to charge my transistor-powered heart activator!

Well, that's enough for today... the phone! It must be urgent, for them to ring me in here! RRRRRINGGGG

Lucky the missiles had no nuclear warheads! They can't do any real danger, but what can the Hulk be up to? He hasn't been acting like himself lately!

Well, there's only one way to find out! My built-in radar device registers an unidentified object at three o'clock, a half-mile away, and I think I can guess who it is!!

It is you! I always thought we had made a mistake allowing you to join the Avengers... now I'm sure of it!

Iron Man! Reacting just as I hoped; how easy it is for the space phantom to sow the seeds of distrust and hatred among my victims!

I'll attack him! I'm sure the body I've imitated is stronger than his!
But, a battle can be won by more than strength! Seizing the Hulk’s ponderous hand in his own mighty grip, Iron Man sends a low voltage electrical charge out thru his amazing, transistor-powered fingers!

And, while the real Hulk would have endured the pain and fought back in a paroxysm of savage fury, the space phantom possesses neither his courage nor his almost limitless endurance, and so...

He’s too strong! I’ve got to escape!

I don’t understand! That electric charge wasn’t powerful enough to cause the Hulk to flee in panic that way... and yet...

I’ll imitate the shape of that small flying insect!

And so, as the space phantom instantaneously transforms himself into a tiny wasp, the real Hulk reappears from limbo!

But, so swift has the change been, that Iron Man is unaware of it, and believes himself still to be fighting the same foe!

I’ve got to find a way to knock him out and bring him to the Avengers!

And this should be just the thing to do the trick... with apologies to Thor!

Strange, though... this time the Hulk doesn’t look fearful!

Iron Man quickly attaches an expanding device to his amazing costume, taken from his built-in chest plate accessory compartment!
But, at that very moment, Rick Jones has reached the nearest member of his nationwide "teen brigade," and immediately goes into action!

"Gosh, Rick! Are you really gonna call Giant-Man??

"Let's see now...

"Do you read me, Giant-Man??"

"An alien called the space phantom is impersonating the Hulk! Need your help!!"

"Say! This is thrilling!"

"Wait till I tell the girls at my sewing circle!"

"And in the lab of the astonishing Henry Pym..."

"Sounds serious, Jan! Let's go!"

"Note: For the thrilling origin of Giant-Man, see Tales to Astonish, #49."

"He called Giant-Man rather than Ant-Man, so it must be a top-priority emergency!"

"Double your size, I'll become Wasp-size... Here goes!"

"Did anyone ever tell you that you have the most deliciously blue eyes, Henry Pym?"

"Be serious, little one! I have a feeling we've got a strange and dangerous task ahead of us!"
MINUTES LATER...

JOHN LOOK!!

HOLY SMOKE!!

AND IN A

GIANT...

HOLY

SMOKE!!

AND IN A

COLOMBINE

YET!!

WHEEVE...

I FEEL

LIKE A

H-\N-\R-\K-ER!!

TAKE IT EASY,

LITTLE FELLA!

DON'T DO ANY-

THING YOU'LL REGRET IN THE 

MORNING!

GIANT-MAN!

LET GO, YOU 

OVERSIZED 

CLOWN!!

HULK'S HAD

THIS COMIN' 

FOR A LONG

TIME!

LISTEN TO ME, BOTH OF YOU!! THIS IS INSANE!! WE HAVE NO REASON TO FIGHT AMONG OURSELVES, WHAT'S HAPPENING TO US?

YOU'RE RIGHT, WE'RE MAKING FOOLS OF OURSELVES, WE'RE ACTING LIKE KIDS!

GIANT-MAN!

I CAN SENSE AN EVIL PRESENCE HERE! BE CAREFUL!

QUIET, YOU BRAINLESS 

GARGOYLE! DIDN'T YOU HEAR 

THE WASP? SHE'S HYPERSENSITIVE 

TO CERTAIN STIMULI... AND SHE SENSES TROUBLE!

YOU GOT OFF PRETTY EASY THAT TIME, SHELL-HEAD! BUT IF YOU EVER CROSS ME AGAIN,...
AND THE WASP’S INSTINCTS, HALF FEMALE INTUITION, HALF INSECT超级-SENSE, PROVE TO BE RIGHT FOR MINUTES LATER...

A WASP ATTACKING ME! BUT THAT’S IMPOSSIBLE! UNLESS—IT’S NOT A GENUINE WASP!

A FEW HUNDRED YARDS AWAY, GIANT-MAN’S NEW AMAZING CYBERNETIC HELMET PICKS UP THE IMPASSIONED IMPULSES OF THE WASP’S FRANTIC BATTLE...

THE WASP’S IN DANGER!

THE CYBERNETIC IMPULSES COME FROM THE DIRECTION OF ANTHONY STARK’S FACTORY, JUST ACROSS GRAND CENTRAL PARKWAY!! FOLLOW ME!

HE DOESN’T SUSPECT THAT I AM REALLY ANTHONY STARK! ONCE INSIDE THE FACTORY, I’LL BE FIGHTING ON MY HOME GROUNDS!

HERE WE ARE! BUT EVERYTHING SEEMS NORMAL!

THROUGH THIS DOOR! THE IMPULSES ARE GETTING STRONGER!

WHY BOTHER WITH DOORS? I’D RATHER TEAR THE WALLS APART!

GUIDED TO THE WASP BY HIS SENSITIVE HELMET, THE GIANT-MAN DOESN’T NOTICE AN ASTONISHING CHANGE TAKING PLACE BEHIND HIM...

I NO LONGER NEED MY WASP-SHAPE! I SEE A FAR BETTER ONE TO “BORROW”!

JAN! THANK HEAVEN YOU’RE SAFE!

DON’T WORRY ABOUT ME! LOOK BEHIND YOU, QUICK!
Farewell, Giant-Man! Now I, the Space Phantom, shall continue where I left off.

I'm whirling into another dimension... a shadowy, silent world.

Thank you, female human, for acting as a decoy for me!

I saw what happened! You're not Giant-Man! You've taken his form somehow... but you're not him!

I saw it, too! I don't know how you took over Giant-Man's body... but that must be what happened to me, too!

So! My secret is out! Well, no matter! I realize now that I have no need for secrecy!

Begone, Wasp! I have more important victims to slay!

Once I have destroyed the Avengers, all of Earth will tremble before the power of the Space Phantom!

Yeah?

Well, you forgot one thing! You took the biggest body you could find, but not the strongest! The Hulk is more powerful than a dozen Giant-Men!

For this indignity, I will slay you slowly!

I've got to get help! If--if only I can find Thor!
This is only a sample of what you'll get unless you bring back the real Giant-Man! See??

But, moving with unexpected speed, the alien in the double-sized human body drives Anthony Stark's latest invention, a tank-like Moon Tractor, straight towards the Waiting Hulk!

You dare threaten the Space Phantoms?

Yeah... I dare!

Wham!

My Moon Vehicle! Giant-Man! What's going on??

Ha! I am agile enough to leap to safety... but Iron Man is not!
But in one split second, Iron Man presses a stud on his chest control panel, causing his iron suit to become rigid, and magnetizing his iron boots solidly to the floor!

So! It seems that each of you Avengers is more powerful than I had expected, but, no matter! Even your combined might is not great enough to save you from the space phantom!

But, the others approach!

I must act quickly! I shall now take Iron Man’s form. Neither the Hulk nor Giant-Man will suspect... till it is too late!

As the space phantom suddenly assumes the identity of Iron-Man, the real Giant-Man dramatically reappears, and...

I’m back from Limbo!! But... how can we ever defeat the quick-changing space phantom??

Come on, Giant-Man! Don't just stand there! He turned himself into Iron Man! I saw him! Grab him, before he can change again!
And as the battle continues in Stark's Long Island Factory, the Wasp desperately seeks help from the one remaining member of the Avengers...

We were told to call Dr. Don Blake when we wanted Thor! He knows how to contact him. I'm in luck... there's Blake now!

Trouble at Stark Factory—Need Thor.

Wait outside in the reception room while I send for Thor.

Will do, Doc!

Hm... he'd be real dreamy if he was a little huskier.

Satisfied that he is safe from prying eyes, the lame, mild-looking Doctor stamps his walking stick once upon the floor, and then...

A strong, commanding voice rings out into the next room, as the Wasp returns...

Who summons the God of Thunder?

I -- the Wasp!

Then, after quickly telling her story...

He sounds like a burlesque of a comic hero in 'Mad' magazine! But with those shoulders... those eyes -- who cares how corny he talks,!!

On to the factory of Tony Stark! Death to the Space Phantom!
IRON MAN... USING HIS TRANSISTOR-POWERED JET STREAM DISCS TO KEEP THE HULK AND GIANT-MAN AT BAY! HE MUST BE THE SPACE PHANTOM!

THOSE AIR JETS HAVE TO RUN OUTTA STEAM SOONER OR LATER... AND WHEN THEY DO....

EASY, HULK! HERE COMES THOR! NOW THE GANG'S ALL HERE!

I'M GETTING TIRED OF FLYING AROUND LIKE PETER PANS LITTLE TINKER BELL! IT'S TIME I DID SOMETHING... AND I KNOW JUST THE THING TO DO!

I'M TOO SMALL FOR THE SPACE PHANTOM TO NOTICE... SO I'LL JUST SLIP UNDER HIS JET DISCS...

THERE! I SNIPPED THE MAIN CONTROL CABLE...

ONCE THE SPACE PHANTOM IS DEFEATED, WE'LL FIND A WAY TO RETURN THE REAL IRON MAN!

MY JET DISC!! IT'S BEEN TAMPERED WITH!

BUT IRON MAN'S ELECTRONIC WARNING DEVICE ALERTS THE SPACE PHANTOM AT THE LAST SPLIT-SECOND, AND...

THOR'S HAMMER! I'LL TURN MY HIGH-INTENSITY MAGNETIC REPELLENT ON IT!
I have lost the element of surprise! He is prepared for me!

Now the battle reaches its final phase! Once I have vanquished you, Thor, all of Earth will feel the fury of the attack by the phantoms from space!

Not so, thou braggart! Earth is under my protection... this I have pledged with my life!

Behold how the fury of the storm is mine to command! See how the very elements obey my will!!

There! You are helpless now... unable to move! For the torrential rain has rusted you... completely! Such over-confidence will cause your downfall, the same as it did the others!

I do not need the power to move! Not when I can imitate anyone I choose!

And so, for the final indignity to you, I choose your body, Thor! And I sentence you now to... limbo!
But, no sooner are the words spoken, than
the totally unexpected occurs...

No! This is impossible!
I'm going to limbo
instead of you!
But how??

Your power only affects humans!
But I am the
God of Thunder!

And, as the space phantom's power backfires against him, the real Iron Man returns from limbo... having been replaced by the awesome alien himself!

I'm back!
Iron Man! We have won!

But what happens when the space phantom returns?
He's not likely to.
He'll have to remain in
limbo until
someone comes to replace him!

That means
he stays there
forever!

It is strange...
For most of our battle, we thought
we were fighting each other!
We never suspected!

I never suspected how much each of you hates
me, deep down. I could
tell, by the way you fought me... by the
remarks you made!

Well, I don't need any of you. I'm still
the Hulk!

I'm still the
strongest thing walkin' the earth!

And whatever
doomed from now on, I do
alone!

Thank heavens
he's leaving!
He—he
terrified me!

Perhaps he did
Wasp, but he'll be
more dangerous ever
now!

Without the
Avengers to keep him in
check, what
will he do
next?

Next issue: The Hulk teams up with one
of your favorite super characters to
battle the Avengers, in another 22-page
Marvel Epic! Remember, the stories,
the art, the super-characters you've
always wanted, are here at last, in
this... the long awaited Marvel Age
of comics!

The end